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INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO
VECTOR MEASURES

D. R. LEWIS

The purpose of this paper is to develop a theory of
integration with respect to measures into a locally convex,
Hausdorff linear topological space, using a linear functional
approach.

Section 1 presents some basic facts about such measures, chiefly
through the study of their p-semi-variations (Definition 1.2). Devices
of this sort have been considered by other authors (see [1], [4]), but
chiefly to give expressions for the norms of linear operators defined
by vector measures. We consider the continuity properties of the p-
semi-variation, and define regularity in terms of the p-semi-variation.

The integration theory is developed in § 2. Although the integral
is defined in terms of linear functionals, it is in no sense a weak in-
tegral. The dominated (strong) convergence theorem is proven under
the additional assumption that the limit function is integrable, and it
is shown that this is true whenever the range space of the measure
is sequentially complete.

In § 3 integral representations of weakly compact operators from
C(S), CQ(T), CC(T) and C(T)β into a locally convex, Hausdorff space
are given. We used these representations to show that the above
spaces satisfy a strengthened rersion of the Dunford-Pettis Property-
specifically that a weakly compact operator on these spaces maps
weakly Cauchy sequences into convergent sequences, without any as-
sumption about the completeness of the range of the operator.

l Throughout the first two sections (S, Σ) denotes a measurable
space, (X, S") a complex, locally convex Hausdorff linear topological
space with dual X* and μ an additive set function from Σ into X.
If x* eX* and p is a semi-norm on X we will write x* ^ p whenever
\x*(x)\-^ p(x) for all xeX. The following theorem, stated here
without proof, was first proved by Pettis [6] for normed spaces and
Grothendieck [5] for locally convex spaces.

THEOREM 1.1. If μ is countably additive in the weak topology,
then μ is countably additive in j?\

DEFINITION .1.2. If p is a semi-norm on X, then the p-semivaria-
tion of μ is the function from Σ into the extended reals defined by
\\μ\\p{E) — svφx*<;pv(x*μ, E), where v(x*μ, •) is the scalar variation of
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x*μ.

I t follows immediately t h a t \\μ\\p(-) is monotone, subadditive and

that p[μ(E)] g || μ \\P(E) g 4 supFclEp[μ(F)] for each Ee Σ. If μ is a
measure then HμH^ ) is countably subadditive and real valued, since
the range of μ is bounded.

THEOREM 1.3. If μ is a measure, p a continuous semi-norm and
(En) a convergent sequence in Σ, then || μ \\p(\imnEn) — l imj | μ \\p(En).

Proof. We first establish a special case. Suppose (En) is a de-
creasing sequence in Σ with empty intersection and that, for some
ε > Of II μ \\p(En) > e for each n. Let nx = 1. For some x* ̂  p and
n2 > n19 v(x*μ, En) > ε and v(x*μ, En) < ε/2. Then also 4 s u p ^ ^ ^ , ,
P[/^(^)] ^ v(x*μ, En\En) > ε/2, so for some F, c ^ Λ l W 2 w e h a v e

PlM î)] > f

Continuing in this manner there is an increasing sequence (nk) of
positive integers and a sequence (Fk) in Σ such that Fk c En]c\Enk+1

and p[μ(ί\)] > ε/8 for each k. This contradicts the countable ad-
ditivity of μ since the Fk'& are pairwise disjoint.

If (En) is in Σ and has limit £7, then \\μ\\p(E) = limj
since the inequality

ill μ \\P(E) - \\μ\\p(En)\^ \\μ\\P[U^n(E\Ek)] + \\μ\\P[\J^ΛEk\E)]

holds.

COROLLARY 1.4. If μ is a measure and (En) is a convergent
sequence in Σ, then μ(limnEn) = limnμ(En).

Proof. Let E = \imnEn. The corollary follows since

\imn(E\En) = \imn(En\E) = 0

and p[μ(E) - μ(En)\ < \\μ\\p(E\En) + \\μ\\p(En\E) for each n and
semi-norm p.

DEFINITION 1.5. Suppose S is a topological space, μ is regular
(in ^ ) if, for each Ee Σ ε > 0 and continuous semi-norm p on X,
there is a relatively compact set iΓ in Σ whose closure is contained
in E and a set G in Σ whose interior contains E such that

\\μ\\,(G\K)<e.
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If μ is bounded and regular, then x*μ is bounded and regular
for each x*eX*. This implies that x*μ is countably additive for
each a;*6l*, which in turn implies that μ is a measure. Also, regu-
larity in the weak topology is equivalent to the regularity of x*μ for
each x* e l * .

THEOREM 1.6. If μ is regular in the weak topology and μ is a
measure, then μ is regular in J^~.

Proof. If μ is not inner regular there is an EeΣ, a positive ε
and a .^continuous semi-norm p such that \\ μ\\p(E\K) > ε for each
relatively compact K in Σ with KaE. Let Kλ = 0 . There is an
x1 ^ p and a relatively compact set K2 in Σ such that

Kλ c iΓ2, K2 c E, v(x,μ, E\Kύ > e

and v{xλμ, E\K2) < ε/2. Since \\μ\\p(E\K2) > ε we may continue this
process and obtain a sequence (xn) of functional dominated by p
and an increasing sequence (Kn) of relatively compact sets in Σ such
that Kn c i?, v(xnμ, E\Kn) > ε and vfeμ, E\Kn+1) < ε/2 for each π.
Let if = \Jn^iKn. Since lim^iΓVK'J = 0 there is an m such that

\\μUK\Km)<±.
Δ

But then v(xmμ, E\Km) £ v(xmμ, E\Km+1) + \\ μ \\p(K\Km) < ε. The
outer regularity of μ is proven similarly.

2* Throughout this section μ is a fixed measure from Σ into
(X, j^~) and φ the complex numbers.

DEFINITION 2.1. A function /: S—> φ is μ-integrable if
(1) / is x*μ-integrable for each #*eX*, and
(2) for each Ee Σ there is an element of X, denoted by

ί f(t)μ(dt) ,

such that x*[ f(t)μ(dt) = ί f{t)x*μ(dt) for each f e Γ .
JJS: j£

Since (X, ,_ "̂) is Hausdorff the integral is well-defined. No assump-
tion is made about the completeness of (X, ^ ~ ) . ^" enters into the
definition of the integral only in that it determines X*, so that in
any of the results of this section J7~ may be replaced by any topology
in the Mackey spectrum of (X, ̂ * ) .

It is easy to see that the integral has the following properties:
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(1) The integral is linear.
(2) Every simple function Σ ^ Λ Z ^ is μ-integrable and

ί (ΈdiXE)(t)μ(dt) = Σ.i^a.μiE Π E{)

for EeΣ.
(3) If / is bounded and μ-integrable, then

^ II μ ll,(^) βup..

for each EeΣ and continuous semi-norm p.
(4) If / is μ-integrable and T is a continuous linear operator

from X into a locally convex HausdorfE space Y, then / is Tμ-integra-

ble and ( f(t)Tμ(dt) = τ\ f(t)μ(dt) for EeΣ.
JE )E

THEOREM 2.2. (1) If f is μ-integrable, then the set function on

Σ defined by Φ(E) = I f(t)μ(dt) is a measure,
JE

Φ \\,(E) = su P l , s 4 |/(ί) \v{x*μ, dt) and limllpll ( £ ) ^ | | Φ \\,(E) = 0
J E

|
E

for each continuous semi-norm p.
(2) Let (fn) be a sequence of μ-integrable functions which con-

verge pointwise to f on S and g be a μ-integrable function such that
\fn\ ^ I 0 I for each n. f is μ-integrable if X is sequentially com-
plete. If f is μ-integrable then

\ f(t)μ(dt) - limJ fn{t)μ{dt)
JE JE

uniformly with respect to EeΣ.

Proof. The set function Φ in (1) is a measure by Pettis's Theorem,
and the expression for its p-semi-variation is correct since

v(x*Φ,E)= \ \f(t)\v(x*μ,dt)
JE

for each a?*. Clearly || Φ \\P(E) = 0 whenever || μ \\P(E) = 0, so in light
of Theorem 1.3 the usual proof by contradiction that zero-zero and
ε — δ absolute continuity are equivalent in finite measure spaces
establishes that limi^n^^oll Φ \\p{E) = 0.

To prove (2) we first show that
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is Cauchy uniformly with respect to EeΣ. Let p be a continuous
seminorm, ε > 0,

Φ(F) = \ g(t)μ(dt)
JF

and En = {se S: \f(s) - fn(s) | ^ ε}. lί EeΣ and x* g p, then / is
#*μ-integrable by the dominated convergence theorem for scalar meas-
ures and for each n

\e\\μ \\P(E\En) + 2\\Φ \\P(E 0 En) .\\Bf~ fn)(t)x*μ(dt)

Thus

p[\/n(t)μ(dt) -

^ 2ε|| μ \\P(S) + 2|| Φ \\,(En) + 2|| Φ \\p(Em)

for all n and m. The sequence is Cauchy since \ιmn\\ Φ\\p(En) = 0.
The first assertion of (2) follows from this Cauchy condition and

the dominated convergence theorem, and the second is true since

is uniformly Cauchy in ^~ with respect to E and converges weakly

to ( f(t)μ(dt) .

It follows that every bounded measurable function is μ-integrable
if X is sequentially complete. The last two theorems of this section
give characterizations of μ-integrable functions when X is sequentially
complete.

LEMMA 2.3. Let X be a complex valued measure on (S, Σ) and
(fn) a sequence of X-integrable functions such that

(1) (fn) converges to f pointwise on S, and

(2) (\ fn(t)X(dt)) is Cauchy for each EeΣ. Then f is X-integrable

and \ f(t)X{dt) = \\mλ fn(t)X(dt) uniformly with respect to EeΣ.
)E JE

Proof. The proof follows the standard argument. For each m

define Xm on Σ by Xm(E) = I fm(t)X(dt). Each λw is ^(λ)-continuous
JE

and by (2) limwλm(2*7) exists for each EeΣ. By the Vitali-Hahn-Saks
Theorem \\mv{λiE)^Xm{E) = 0 uniformly in m. Let ε > 0 and
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for each n. By (1) UmnEn = 0 , so supw 2 ϊ Λ o supm^(λm, En) < ε for some

n0. Also, for w ^ w0,

, S\En) + lim infmί | fm(t) - fn(t) \v(\, dt)

, S) + 2] .

This inequality establishes the lemma.

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose X is sequentially complete and f is a
complex valued function on S. The following are equivalent:

(1) / is μ-integrable.
(2) There is a sequence (fn) of bounded measurable functions

which converges pointwise to f and for which (\ fn(t)μ(dt)j is Cauchy

uniformly with respect to EeΣ.
(3) There is a sequence (fn) of simple functions which converges

pointwise to f and for which (\ fn(t)μ(dt)j is Cauchy for each EeΣ.
E

Proof. For each n let En = {se S: \f(s) \ ̂  n) and fn = fχEn. If
f is μ-integrable then (fn) satisfies condition (2) by Theorem 2.2. (2)
clearly implies (3). To see that (3) implies integrability, let EeΣ

and xE = lim%\ fn(t)μ(dt). For x* eX*, an application of Lemma 2.3
JE

Λvith λ = x*μ shows that

x*{xE) - l imj fn(t)x*μ(dt) = ( f(t)x*μ(dt) .
JE JE

Notice that if / and (fn) satisfy condition (2) or (3) of Theorem
2.4, then, by Lemma 2.3,

ί f(t)μ(dt) - limJ fn{t)μ(dt)
}E JE

for each EeΣ. Also, a reformation of (3) with the word Cauchy
replaced by convergent is equivalent to (1) without sequential com-
pleteness.

We next consider the case in which X is normed. Here we need
only one semi-variation of μ, that with p(x) = \\x\\. The dual of X*
under its natural norm topology will be denoted by X**.

DEFINITION 2.5. Suppose X is a normed space. A function
f:S-+φ has a generalized integral ivith respect to μ if / is x*μ-
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integrable for each x*eX*. If / is such a function, then 1 fdμ is

the linear form on X* defined by ([ fdμ)x* = ί f(t)x*μ(dt).

If / is μ-integrable, then I fdu is the image of I f(t)μ(dt) under
JE JE

the natural map from X into X **. \ /cfo& is always in X**, since

it is the pointwise limit of a sequence of the integrals of simple

functions.

THEOREM 2.6. Suppose X is a Banach space and f:S-+ψ has
<ι generalized integral. The following are equivalent:

(1) / is μ-integrable.
(2) The set function Φ from Σ into X** defined by

Φ(E) = ί fdμ
JE

is measure in the norm topology on X**.

(3)

Proof. (1) implies (3) by Theorem 2.2. (2) is immediate from (3).
For each n let Fn = {se S: \f(s) | ^ n) and fn = fχEn- For n and m
positive integers and EeΣ,

\ fΛt)μ{dt) - \ fm(t)μ(dt) ^ \\ Φ \\(S\En) + || Φ \\(S\Em) ,
JE JE

so that (fn) satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 2.4 if Φ is a measure.

3* Below S is a compact Hausdorff space, Σ the Borel sets of
S, C(S) the Banach space (under supremum norm) of continuous com-
plex valued functions on S and (X, ^~) a locally convex, Hausdorff
linear topological space.

THEOREM 3.1. Let A;C(S)—>X be a weakly compact linear
operator. There is a measure μ: Σ —> X such that

(1) μ is regular,
(2) the closed absolutely convex hull of μ[Σ] is weakly compact,
(3) every bounded Borel function on S is μ-integrable,

(4) Af = \f(t)μ(dt) for fe C(S), and

(5) A*x* = x*μ for ^ e Γ .
Conditions (1) and (4) define μ uniquely. \\A\\ = ||/*||(S) whenever
X is normed. If μ is a measure on Σ which satisfies (1), (2), and
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(3), then (4) defined a weakly compact operator which satisfies (5).
// X is complete, then (2) and (3) follow from (1).

Proof. Since the dual of C(S) may be identified with the bounded
regular Borel measures on Σ, the equation

defines an element of C(S)** for each bounded Borel function g.
Since A is weakly compact, A**, the algebraic adjoint of A*, maps
C(S)** into X. For EeΣ let μ(#) = A**(χ£). For each X * G Γ ,

#*μ = A*x* is a regular measure, so μ is a regular measure. Since
A** maps the unit ball of C(S)** into a weakly compact subset of X,
condition (3) is satisfied. If Σ ^Λχ^ is a simple Borel function, then

Thus £*(A**#Λ) = ίflr(ί)a?*/i(dί) holds for each bounded Borel function

g and ,τ*eX*. Finally, | |A | | = | |A* | | = \\μ\\(E) if X is normed.
Conversely, suppose μ satisfies (1), (2), (3). The operator A de-

fined by (4) is continuous since p[Af] ^ | | / | | \\μ\\P(S) for each con-
tinuous semi-norm p on X. Also, by the regularity of μ, A*x* = x*μ
for x*eX*. Let ί7 be the polar of the closed, absolutely convex
hull of v[Σ], U is a neighborhood of zero in the Mackey topology on
X*, and, for x* e U, || A*x* || <̂  4. Thus A* is continuous with the
Mackey topology on X* and the norm topology on C(S)*-this implies
that A is weakly compact.

If X is complete and μ is regular, then Af = \f(t)μ(dt) defines a

continuous linear operator for C(S) into X such that A*x* = x*μ for
.τ*eX*. To see that (2) holds, it is sufficient to show that A is
weakly compact-equivalently, that A* maps equicontinuous sets into
weakly relatively compact sets. Let V be an open neighborhood of
zero in X generated by a semi-norm p. For x* e V° and E eΣ,

\x*μ(E)\<\\μ\\,(E),

so the countable additivity of A*[F°] is uniform. This together with
norm boundedness implies that A*[F°] is relatively weakly compact.

In [1] Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz have given a similar integral
representation for weakly compact operators from C(S) into a Banach
space. Grothendieck [5] has noted that there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the weakly compact operators from C(S) into a
complete, locally convex, HausdorfF space X and the X-valued measures
on the Baire sets of S, although he did not give an integral repre-
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sentation of such operators.
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorff space. CQ(T)[CC(T)] is the

Banach space under supremum norm of complex valued functions on T
which vanish at infinity [have compact support]. C(T)β is the space
of bounded, continuous, complex valued functions on T topologized by
the semi-norms pφ(f) = 8wpteτ\φ(t)f(t)\, where φeC0(T). A weakly
compact operator A: C0(T) —*X can be represented by integration with
respect to an X-valued measure since A can be extended to a weakly
compact operator on the space of continuous functions over the one
point compactification of T. Weakly compact operators on CC(T) have
such a representation since they can be extended to C0(T). The
bounded sets of C(T)β are precisely the uniformly bounded sets and
each element of C(T)f can be identified with a bounded regular Borel
measure on T [2], so the proof of Theorem 3.1 generalizes immediately
for C(S)β.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a weakly compact operator from one
of C(S), C0(T), CC(T) or C(T)β into X. A maps weakly Cauchy
sequences into convergent sequences.

Proof. If (fn) is weakly Cauchy in any of the above spaces, then
(fn) is uniformly bounded and converges pointwise to a bounded Borel
function /. Let μ be the measure determining A. / i s μ-integrable

and, by Theorem 2.1, \f(t)μ(dt) = limnAfn.

This is proven in [5] for C(S) under the assumption that X is
complete.
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